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I. INTRODUCTION 
Following the success of the Kalman-Bucy linear filter theory [ 11, nonlinear 
filtering received considerable attention in the mathematical and engineering 
literature in the past few years advancing the state space approach to nonlinear 
filtering problems. As a main theoretical result, it has been recognized that 
the truly optimal nonlinear filters are infinite dimensional [2-71. Thus, any 
practical (finite dimensional) nonlinear filter algorithm is necessarily sub- 
optimal in the sense of being an approximation to the truly optimal nonlinear 
filters. Several different schemes were set forth to obtain finite dimensional 
(suboptimal) realizations for the optimal nonlinear filters [8-171. However, all 
hitherto known suboptimal nonlinear filter algorithms have two important 
factors in common. (i) 5’tochustic description for the approximate statistics 
of the filtering error; this usually requires extensive Monte Carlo type 
numerical studies to evaluate the filters’ performance. (ii) Structural complex- 
ity, since the differential (or difference) equations describing the estimate 
of the state vector and the statistics of the estimation error form a coupled 
system of equations; in many cases, this poses severe difficulties in implement- 
ing the nonlinear filter schemes. (These factors sharply contrast the features of 
the Kalman-Bucy optimal linear filter algorithm.) An account on the present 
state of art in modern filtering theory can be found in [24]. 
* This work represents one phase of research carried out partly at the Jet Propul- 
sion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under contract No. NAS 7-100, 
sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
** Deceased in January 1971. 
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In many cases of application, it is desirable to construct suboptimal non- 
linear filter schemes having tractable structural complexity corresponding to 
the constraints of a particular application and, to evaluate the filters’ per- 
formance by analytical techniques in parametric forms. The present investiga- 
tion is addressed to the question of developing analytical methods for 
evaluating the performance of suboptimal nonlinear filters such that the 
filters’ structure is fixed by postulating a simple form for it. 
In the present investigation, the filtering problem is considered in the 
continuous time domain. The postulated simple suboptimal nonlinear filter 
structure closely parallels the structure of the Kalman-Bucy optimal linear 
filter algorithm. Two filter performance evaluation methods are developed 
based on the Kolmogorov equations for the transition density of Markov 
processes. The expansions in the approximations for the nonlinear system and 
observation functions are in #ect carried out up to second-order terms in both 
methods. The difference between Method I and Method II is the sequencing 
of expansions and averaging. The description of the filters’ performance is 
sought in terms of second-order statistics (mean and covariance) in both 
methods. The equations for the mean and covariance of the filtering error 
resulting from Method I and Method II are different. The resulting equations 
of both methods have, however, an important common feature: They are 
deterministic differential equations describing the time evolution of the mean 
and covariance of the filtering error process for the fixed filter structure in 
terms of the known (postulated) filter gain and system and noise parameters. 
The developed deterministic differential equations can also be utilized to 
determine appropriate (deterministic) filter gains for the fixed structure 
nonlinear filter. The salient features of the new performance evaluation (and 
filter gain construction) methods are illustrated on two examples. 
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Let the dynamical model of a continuous x(t) process be given by a set of 
stochastic differential equations interpreted in the sense of Ito [18, 191: 
where 
dx =f(t, x) dt + D(t) d& (1) 
d: denotes differential 
t: time 
x: n vector variable (“state of the system”) 
f: n vector function (“system equations”) 
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5: n vector stochastic input the components of which are independent 
Wiener processes with zero mean and unit variance, 
E[.] : expected value operator, 
i.1 : column vector; superscript T denotes the transpose 
D(t) : n by n matrix such that D(t) D(t)* = R(t), R being a positive 
semidefinite symmetric matrix (covariance). 
Furthermore, let the observations “y(t)” on the process x(t) be given by a 
set of stochastic differential equations interpreted in the sense of Ito: 
where 
dy = h(t, x) dt + N(t) dq, (2) 
Y: m vector variable; m < n 
h: m vector function 
17: m vector stochastic input the components of which are independent 
Wiener processes with zero mean and unit variance 
EM4 - ‘I(T)) h(t) - ‘?(T))~] = 11 t - T 1 
and such that 5 and 7 are uncorrelated. 
N(t) : m by m matrix such that 
N(t) NW = Q(t), 
Q being a positive definite symmetric matrix (covariance). 
Let a continuous z(t) process (called “filtering process”) be also given by a 
set of stochastic differential equations (called “filter equations”): 
where 
dz =f(t, x) dt + G(t) [dy - h(t, z) dt], (3) 
Z: n vector variable (“filtering estimate of 2”) 
G(t) : n by m matrix (“filter gain”). 
The filter gain G(t) in Eq. (3) is assumed to be given determined by some 
appropriate technique. Thus, two main assumptions are implied in Eq. (3): 
(a) the structure of the filter, (b) the character of the filter gain. These assump- 
tions might be thought to be motivated by the form of some of the proposed 
suboptimal nonlinear filter algorithms [12-l 71 and by some experience [20-221. 
In many cases, modern nonlinear filter algorithms are constructed and imple- 
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mented according to Eq. (3) mainly because of constraints in mechanizing 
the filter algorithms. 
Now, the question is to evaluate the performance characteristics of the 
nonlinear filter specified by Eq. (3). The common and only known method 
for that purpose is the application of Monte Carlo techniques. However, 
Monte Carlo techniques are usually very time consuming and expensive even 
for problems of moderate complexity and, even when the most advanced 
digital computers are utilized. Moreover, Monte Carlo techniques, being of 
numerical nature, can not provide concise and parametric answers regarding 
the filters’ performance characteristics. 
The aim of this article is to investigate the possibilities and ramifications of 
obtaining useful analytical methods for evaluating the performance of sub- 
optimal nonlinear filters specified by Eq. (3). 
To pose the problem handy for analysis, Eq. (3) is now rewritten by 
combining it with Eq. (2): 
dx =f(t, z) dt + G(t) [h(t, x) - h(t, z)] dt + G(t) N(t) dq. (4) 
The significance of Eq. (4) is the fact that it does not contain the observation 
variable “y” explicitly. Note that, in a Monte Carlo type performance 
evaluation procedure, the filter specified by Eq. (3) actually takes the form of 
Eq. (4) since the observation vector “y”, based on the simulated solution of 
Eq. (l), is directly fed into Eq. (3). 
Now, a joint (x(t), x(t)} p recess can be defined by adjoining Eq. (4) to 
Eq. (1): 
11 ,dz x = 1 f@, (t, 4 + G(t) VG 4 - 44 4 t dt + [ Df) G(t) ’ W ] Id’/ 6 . (5) 
Obviously, the enlarged system of equations has 272 dimensions. 
An error process e(t) for the filtering process x(t) is defined in a natural way 
by 
e(t) = x(t) - z(t), (6) 
where e(t) is clearly an n-vector. From Eqs. (5, 6), the time evolution of the 
filtering error process is governed by 
de = {f (t, x) -f (t, z)} dt - G(t) {h(t, x) - h(t, z)} dt 
+ o(t) d-5 - G(t) N(t) 4 (7) 
= k(t, x, z) dt + K(t) d&I, 
where 
K(t) dS A D(t) d[ - G(t) N(t) $ 
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such that 5 is formally an equivalent n-vector stochastic input, the components 
of which are independent Wiener processes with zero mean and unit variance, 
q&) - 5(T)) {s(t) - &)Yl = 1 I t - 7 I; 
furthermore, K(t) is formally an n by n matrix such that 
K(t) K(t)* = R(t) + G(t)Q(t) G(t)=. 
(Note that, by assumption, 5 and q are uncorrelated.) 
The description of the stochastic characteristics of the filtering error 
process is in this investigation sought in terms of the mean m(t) and covariance 
B(t) of the e(t) process defined by 
m(t) = mt)l Q-5) 
B(t) = -We(t) - WI MO - fNW1. (9) 
Now, we can also write 
44 - 4t) = @(t> - 441 - {x(t) - 4t)h (10) 
where 
PO) = Jwtll w4 
v(t) = E[z(t)]. (lob) 
Thus, an alternative set of expressions for m(t) and B(t) can be written as 
4) = CL(t) - 4 (11) 
w = mw - I401 - Mt) - w> Mt) - m - w - w>Tl 
= C”” + cm - cxz - cm, (12) 
where the superscripted matrices are defined as follows: 
C”” A ma - P(t)> w - PWI 
C”” 2 E[{z(t) - v(t)> {x(t) - v(t)}T] 
C”” A Jw4t) - PW 6-a - w7 
C”” L Jw4t) - w Mt) - Pwl. 
The B, C”” and Czz matrices are symmetric. 
However, 
cxz + cad cm + cd 
wa> 
(133) 
(124 
(124 
we> 
409/36/3-2 
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and, clearly, 
But 
cm = cm= or cm = cm= 
Consequently, Eq. (12) can also be written as 
(1%) 
B(t) = C”” + C”” - (C”” + P’). ww 
Thus, there are two alternative routes for evaluating the performance of 
the filter specified by Eq. (3) in terms of the mean and covariance of the filter- 
ing error process: (i) starting from Eqs. (8, 9), (ii) starting from Eqs. (11, 12). 
It can be anticipated that the first approach is simpler (and possibly more 
natural) than the second one. 
III. MARKOV PROCESSES AND THE KOLMOGOROV EQUATIONS 
The stochastic differential equation for the joint {x(t), z(t)} process, Eq. (5), 
is in the form of the generalized Langevin equation. The stochastic differential 
equation for the e(t) process, Eq. (7) will also be in the form of the general- 
ized Langevin equation provided that the function k(t, X, z) in Eq. (7) is 
expressed as Z(t, e). (This can be done approximately; cfr. next Section.) 
Thus, the solutions of Eq. (5) and Eq. (7) are random functions that are 
Markov processes [18, 191. The Markov process hypothesis is a rather general 
and realistic model for a large class of processes of practical interest. 
The conditional probability densities p(* 1 .) and conditional probability 
distributions P(. 1 .) for the e(t) and {x(t), z(t)> Markov processes, containing 
all relevant informations on these processes, are defined as 
p(t, e 1 to , e,) de 2 Pr[e < e(t) < e + de ( e(t,) = eO] 
p(t, x, z 1 to , x0 , x0) dx dz A Pr[x ,< x(t) < x + dx, z < z(t) 
< z + dz I x(tO) = x0 , z(t) = z,,] 
JV, de I to , eo) 2 $0, 0 I to , eo) de 
where, to simplify notations, the e(t), x(t), z(t) processes are taken as scalar 
processes. (Note that the joint {x(t), x(t)} p recess is a vector process even 
though x(t) is a scalar process.) The time evolution of the conditional prob- 
ability density and the conditional probability distribution of a Markov 
process satisfy the forward and backward Kolmogorov equations, respec- 
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tively, under the usual analytic assumptions on the functions p and P[3,6,19]. 
The Kolmogorov equations in operator form are 
ap 
- =L-[PI, 
%I WI 
where the forward Lf and the backward L- Kolmogorov operators (which are 
adjoint operators) are defmed as follows: 
The notations in Eqs. (14a-b) should be understood in terms of the generalized 
Langevin equation 
de, = cp(t, w) dt + w(t, w) dr, 
where v is an n-vector function, n is an n-vector stochastic input, the com- 
ponents of which are independent Wiener processes with zero mean and 
unit variance and, co(t, V) is an n by 71 matrix such that COCJ = S. 
It can be shown (see Appendix A) that, in terms of the backward 
Kolmogorov operator L-, the following equations can be written for the time 
derivative of the mean and covariance of the filtering error process: 
Method 1. Using Eqs. (8, 9) and the probability density of the e(t) 
process, 
n 
ti= .*. 
s s 
L-{e(t)} p(t, e) de (15) 
BE n... 
s s L-@(t) - m(t)> {e(t) - 4Wl p@, 4 de, (16) 
where the dot over a symbol denotes time derivativel, L- acts on the state 
variable “e” and, de is an infinitesimal element of the n-dimensional e-vector 
space. 
l This notation for a time derivative is intended to signify in this paper that the 
respective time derivatives are to be taken in a deterministic sense. 
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Method II. Using Eqs. (11, 12) and the probability density of the joint 
ix(t), +>> Process, 
IfI =s”-. J-L- I=/p(t,x,a)dxdz (17) 
where L- acts on the enlarged state vector {x, z} and, dx dz is an infinitesimal 
element of the 2n-dimensional {x, z} vector space. 
It is noted that, for an n-dimensional problem, Eqs. (15, 16) will involve 
n(n + 3)/2 ordinary differential equations, while Eqs. (17, 18) will involve 
n(2n + 3) ordinary differential equations. Thus, for instance, for n = 3, 
Method I will require the solution of a system of 9 differential equations, 
while Method II will require the solution of a system of 27 differential equa- 
tions. Clearly, the second task is much more complex than the first one. 
To evaluate the integrals of Eqs. (15, 18) in analytical terms (that is, to 
obtain differential equations for the integro-differential equations given by 
Eqs. (15, 18)), some approximations are needed. The approximations will be 
introduced for Method I and Method II separately in order to provide deeper 
insight into the ramifications of the approximations. 
IV. APPROXIMATIONS 
Method I. 
The operator L- in Eqs. (15, 16) acts on the state variable “e”. Thus, it is 
necessary to obtain a (stochastic) state differential equation for the e(t) process 
in terms of “e” since Eq. (7), as it stays now, describes the e(t) process in 
terms of the joint {x(t), x(t)} process. 
Performing a formal linear expansion of Eq. (7) about “e”, cancelling and 
rearranging terms, one obtains the following stochastic dynamical system 
approximately describing the time evolution of the error process: 
where 
de = A(t, e) e dt + K(t) d[, (1% 
A(t, e) =f’(t, e) - G(t) h’(t, e) (194 
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and the prime (‘) denotes the Jacobian of the respective vectors taken at “e”. 
For instance, f’(t, e) = (af/&,), . 
To illuminate the steps involved in deriving the differential equations 
for the mean m(t) and covariance B(t) of the filtering error process, the scalar 
case is elaborated first. 
Scalar case. 
Since now every term in Eq. (19) is a scalar quantity, performing the L- 
operation in Eq. (15) yields 
where 
+z = 
s 
a(t, e) ep(t, e) de, (20) 
a(4 4 =.I% 4 - g(t) h’(t, 4 (21) 
with g(t): scalar filter gain, f’(t, e) = (aflax), , etc. 
Expanding a(t, e) about “m” up to linear term in (e - m), 
tiz N 
s 
e[a(t, m) + a’(t, m) (e - m) + ... +] p(t, e) de 
and performing the expectation integrals, one obtains 
ni = a(t, m) m + a’(& m) b(t), (24 
where b(t) denotes the variance of the (scalar) filtering error and the prime (‘) 
means derivative with respect to “e” taken at “m”, i.e., 
a’(t, m) =f”(t, m) - g(t) h”(t, m). (23) 
The initial condition for Eq. (22) is m(0) = 0. This is so since x(O) = E[x(O)] 
is used in filtering theory such that E[x(O)] belongs to the given part of the 
filtering problem. Hence, E[z(O)] = E[x(O)] yielding m(0) = 0. 
Eq. (22) with m(0) = 0 approximately describes the time evolution of the 
mean of the filtering error process for a filter specified by Eq. (3). It is noted 
that, for linear problems, a’(t, m) = 0 which, according to Eq. (22) and 
m(0) = 0, results in m(t) 3 0. Furthermore, in such nonlinear cases if 
then Eq. (22) becomes 
a’(t, m) = cr(t, m) m, (24) 
ti = [a(& m) + ci(t, m) b(t)] m (25) 
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yielding again m(t) = 0 since m(O) = 0. In the most general case, however, 
the filtering error variance b(t) remains effectively coupled to the differential 
equation for the mean of the filtering error as it is given by Eq. (22). 
Now, performing the L- operation in Eq. (16) and considering Eq. (19), 
one finds: 
b = 1 [24t, e) e(e - m) + g”(t) q”(t) + r2(t)l p(t, e> de (26) 
where q2 and y2 are the variances of the “Gaussian white” measurement and 
dynamical noise, respectively. 
Again, taking a linear expansion of u(t, e) about “nt”, one finds for Eq. (26) 
b-J{2e(e-m)[u(t,m)+a’(t,m)(e-mm)+*-*+] 
+ g”(t) q”(t) + r2(O> ~(6 4 de. 
(27) 
Performing the expectation integral in Eq. (27), it is observed that the term 
belonging to a’(t, m) would yield moments higher than second order. Because 
of our aim to find analytical means for evaluating the filter’s performance 
up to second-order statistics, the u’(t, m) term will be neglected in Eq. (27). 
We then obtain the following differential equation approximately describing 
the time evolution of the variance of the filtering error process 
b = 24, m) b + g2(t> q2@) + r2(t>, (28) 
with initial condition b(0) = b, given such that 
where the last quantity belongs to the given part of the filtering problem. 
In general, Eqs. (22) and (28) which are the desired results in this case, form 
a coupled system of (deterministic) differential equations approximately 
describing the performance of the filter specified by Eq. (3) in terms of the 
mean and variance of the filtering error process and in terms of known system 
and noise parameters and filter gain. However, when Eq. (24) holds, then 
m(t) = 0 which in turn yields that Eq. (28) becomes decoupled from Eq. (22): 
b = 2[f’(t, 0) - g(t) q, O)] b + g”(t) a”(t) + r2(t). (2% 
This equation can be integrated by itself for the given initial condition b, . 
It is noted that Eq. (29) is exact for linear problems. Note also that Eq. (29) 
will hold for nonlinear problems not only when Eq. (24) holds but also when 
the u’(t, m) term containing the second derivatives off and h is deliberately 
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neglected in Eq. (22). Neglecting the a’(t, m) term in Eq. (22) can be justifiable 
in a number of cases. 
Vector case 
Deriving differential equations for the mean and covariance of the filtering 
error process in the vector case essentially involves the same steps and the 
same type of approximations as those outlined above in the scalar case. 
Taking proper care of the vector and matrix algebra involved in the L- 
operator and in the multidimensional Taylor expansions, one obtains 
with 
riz = A(t, m) m + (f; : B} - G{h& : B} (30) 
h = A(t, m) B + BAT(t, m) + G(t)Q(t) P(t) + R(t) (31) 
A(t, m) = fm’ - Gh,‘, 
where fm’ and h,’ denote the Jacobians of the vector functions f and h taken 
at “m.” Furthermore, {f L : B} and {hk : B} denote column vectors such that, 
e.g., 
, 
where the i-th component is given by 
Tr[f z’,Bl = g i (&)nL Bj, * 
Thus, the notation f ym means the Hessian matrix of the multivariate scalar 
function fi taken at “m.” 
The initial conditions for Eqs. (30, 31) are m(0) = 0, B(0) = B, given, 
using the same explanation as in the scalar case. 
In general, Eqs. (30, 31) which are the desired results in this case, form a 
coupled system of n(n + 3)/2 ordinary nonlinear differential equations 
approximately describing the mean error and covariance of the filter specified 
by Eq. (3) for an n-dimensional process. Eqs. (30, 31) are in terms of known 
system and noise parameters and filter gain and, can be integrated simultane- 
ously for given initial conditions. However, when the last two terms in Eq. 
(30) can be expressed as 
{f & : B} - G(hk : B} = Y(B, m) m, (32) 
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then Eq. (30) yields m(t) = 0 since m(O) = 0. Consequently, Eq. (31) can 
be integrated by itself since then 
B = A(t, 0) B + BA=(t, 0) + G(t)Q(t) G=(t) + R(t) (33) 
describes B independently of m. Clearly, Eq. (33) is exact for linear problems 
since Eq. (32) is identically zero. Note that Eq. (33) also holds when terms 
containing second derivatives off and h are deliberately neglected in Eq. (30). 
This can be justifiable in several cases. 
Method II 
In this approach, the aim is to evaluate the integrals of Eqs. (17, 18). Since 
the joint {x(t), z(t)} p recess is explicitly described by Eq. (5) in terms of 
{x, z}, the integrals in Eqs. (17, 18) can be evaluated immediately without 
making any approximation on the state description itself. (This is the main 
difference between the approach of Method I and Method II. In Method I, 
an approximate state description had first to be developed for the e(t) process 
in order to evaluate the integrals of Eqs. (15, 16).) 
Again, to illuminate the steps to derive approximate differential equations 
for the mean and covariance of the filtering error process, the scalar case is 
treated first. 
Scalar case 
Though the x(t) and z(t) processes are scalar processes, the joint {x(t), x(t)> 
process is a 2-dimensional vector process. Thus, the L- operator in Eqs. (17, 
18) has to be interpreted as a vector differential operator even for a scalar 
z(t) process. 
Performing the L- operation in Eq. (17) yields 
where g(t) is the scalar filter gain, and p(t, X, z) is the joint probability density 
of the {x(t), z(t)> process. Now, expanding f (t, x), h(t, x) about p and f (t, z), 
h(t, x) about Y up to second-order terms and performing the expectation 
integrals, the following differential equations are obtained from Eq. (34) for 
the components of the mean filtering error: 
P =fk PI + if"(t, CL) dt) 
3 =f(t, 4 + iif% 4 c,,(t) + g(t) P(t, 14 - h(t, 41 
+ 3g(t) WV, II) cdt) - h”(t, 4 c&)1, 
(35) 
(36) 
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where double prime (“) denotes second derivative with respect to the state, 
crl: variance of the z(t) process by itself, and c %: variance of the z(t) process 
by itself. (Cf. Eqs. (12a-b) for the vector case.) 
Performing the L- operation in Eq. (18) yields the following component 
equations for the time evolution of the variance of the scalar filtering error 
process: 
kll = ii [2(x - P>f(4 x> + r2(t)l p(4 % 4 dx dz (374 
$2 = E,, = SI {k - 4.m 4 + (x - II) [f(4 4 + g(t) va 4 - 44 a> 
* p(t, x, x) dx dz (37b) 
c,, = 
SI iw - 4 Lo4 4 + g(t) w, xl - 4c 41 + g”(t) !I”Wl 
x p(t, x, z) dx dx, (37c) 
where r2 and q2 are the variance, respectively, of the “Gaussian white” 
system and measurement noise, and c r2 = c,, is the covariance of the joint 
{x(t), z(t)} process. (Cf. Eqs. (12c, d) for the vector case.) Note, there is no 
additional “forcing term” in Eq. (37b) since, by assumption, the system and 
measurement noise (4,~) are uncorrelated. 
Now, expanding f(t, x), Iz(t, x) about p and f(t, z), Iz(t, x) about v up to 
jr&order terms and so performing the expectation integrals, the following 
differential equations are obtained from Eqs. (37a-c): 
d,, = Y’(c CL) Cl1 + w (384 
42 = k,, = V'(4 P) ~11 +.I% 41 ~12 + g(t) VW, P> ~11 - W, d c&l (38b) 
c22 = V'(c 4 c22 + &T(t) I?'(4 P) Cl2 - h'(4 v) c221 + g"(t) n"(t). (38~) 
Note, that an expansion in Eqs. (37a-c) higher than the first order would 
result moments higher than the second order when the expectation integrals 
are performed. This, in turn, would violate our basic aim to evaluate the 
filters’ performance in terms of second-order statistics only. 
Eqs. (35, 36) together with Eqs. (38a-c) are the desired results in this case. 
They form a coupled system of 5 ordinary nonlinear differential equations 
approximately describing the time evolution of the mean, 
tiLp-1; 
and the time evolution of the variance, 
b = e,, + c,, - 24, 
(39) 
w> 
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of the filtering error process for the filter specified by Eq. (3). Eqs. (35-36) 
and Eqs. (38a-c) are in terms of known system and noise parameters and filter 
gain and, can be integrated simultaneously in a deterministic sense once their 
initial conditions are specified. 
Following common practice in modern filtering theory, it seems reasonable 
to assume that the apriori distributions for the x(t) and z(t) processes are 
identical. That is, 
where the right sides in Eqs. (4la, b) are assumed to be given as part of the 
filtering problem. Thus, the initial conditions for Eqs. (35, 36) and Eqs. 
(38a-c) are specified as follows: 
Vo = PO 
c220 = Cllo 
Cl4 = 9 Cllo 9 
(424 
Wb) 
(42~) 
where the last condition follows from the fact that we also have 
bo = Cl10 and b, = Cllo + c220 - 2c120 * 
When Eqs. (39, 40) are written out fully, we have 
In these equations, i = &A, V, cl1 , cap), b = Y(p, v, clr, c,, , cz2). It is 
interesting to note that Eqs. (43, 44) can not be reduced to the simultaneous 
form ni = ~(m, b) and b = Y(m, b) like the form of Eqs. (22) and (28) of 
Method I. This is significant since Eqs. (43, 44) of Method II and Eqs. (22) 
and (28) of Method I are on the same level of approximations as far as the 
expansions for thefand h functions are concerned. This fact clearly illustrates 
that the two methods have different avenues. 
However, when the functions f  and h in Eqs. (43,44) are formally expanded 
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about m such that second derivatives off and h are neglected (which, in 
general, might be regarded as a very bold approximation), one finds: 
ti = [f '(t, m) - gh’(t, m)] m (45) 
b = 2[ f '(t, m) - g(t) h’(t, m)] b + g”(t) q2(t) + r”(t). (46) 
Note, that the approximation leading to Eqs. (45, 46) means that p and v 
are simply replaced by “m” in Eq. (44) and, the err and c22 terms are entirely 
neglected in Eq. (43). (Note also that Eqs. (45,46) are not the same as Eq. (22) 
and Eq. (28) of Method I since now Eq. (45) is decoupled from Eq. (46).) The 
approximations involved in arriving to Eqs. (45, 46) are fully justified, how- 
ever, when the second derivatives off and h can be expressed in the form of 
Eq. (24). In that case m(t) = 0 since m(0) = 0, even if second derivatives off 
and h are retained in the expansion of Eqs. (43, 44). When m(t) = 0, then we 
also have 
b = 2[f’(t, 0) - g(t) h’(t, O)] b + g’-(t) q2(t) + r2(t>, (47) 
which is identical with Eq. (29) of Method I and can be integrated by itself 
for given b, = cll, . It is also noted that Eqs. (45-47) are exact equations for 
linear problems. 
For the general case, however, the features of Method I and Method II 
should be compared by comparing Eqs. (22) and (28) of Method I to Eqs. 
(35, 36) and Eqs. (38a-c) of Method II. Determining m(t) and b(t) from 
Eqs. (35, 36) and (38a-c) is computationally a much more complex task than 
the simultaneous integration of Eq. (22) and Eq. (28). 
Vector case 
The derivation of (deterministic) differential equations governing the time 
evolution of the component vectors and component matrices of the mean and 
covariance of the filtering error process in the case of an n-dimensional x(t) 
process essentially involves the same procedures and approximations as those 
applied above in the scalar case. Taking proper care of the vector and matrix 
operations involved in the L- operator and in the expansions (which requires 
rather extensive algebraic manipulations), one obtains 
fi =f(t, 4 + WW, P) - h(t, 4) 
+ {f: : P) + G(h; : P} - G{h; : P} 
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& = f,‘Cxx + Cxx[f,‘]* + R (504 
&z = [fyi - G/z,‘] C”” + C”“[ fv’ - Gh,‘]* 
+ Gh,,‘[Czs]* + C”“[Gh,‘]* + GQG= 
(50b) 
& = fv’Cz” + C”“[f,]’ + G[h,‘C”” - h,‘Cy (504 
fJ= = [@]T, (504 
where the notations have the same meaning as described previously (cf. the 
text following Eq. (31), but now, for easier reading, the notation of time- 
dependency is omitted in most of the terms of Eqs. (4%50d)). 
In general, Eqs. (48-50~) which are the desired results in this case, form a 
coupled system of n(2n + 3) ordinary nonlinear differential equations approx- 
imately describing the components of the mean error and covariance of the 
filter specified by Eq. (3) for an n-dimensional process in terms of known 
system and noise parameters and filter gain. Reasoning similarly as in the 
scalar case above, the initial conditions for Eqs. (48-50~) are specified as 
follows: 
Vo = PO (514 
c;z = c; (51b) 
c,Z”=*cr, (514 
where p. and C’F belong to the given part of the filtering problem. (Note, that 
Eq. (51~) results a symmetric apriori distribution for the nonsymmetric 
matrix GE.) 
The equations for ni and B resulting from Eqs. (48-50~) are the following: 
= [f(t, 14 - G(t) W, ~11 - Cf(t, 4 - G(t) &41 (52) 
+ {f,” : CzlE) - {f; : P> - G{h,” : C-7 + G{h: : P} 
B = cm + c= - (@ + [ey) 
= [f,’ - Gh,‘] [C”” - [C”“]*] + [C”” - C”“] [f,’ - Gh,‘]* (53) 
+ LA” - Gh,,‘] [P - C”“] + [Czz - [C=]*] [fy’ - Gh,‘]* 
+GQG+R. 
To determine m(t) and B(t), Eqs. (52, 53) are useless unless the right side of 
these equations is expressed in terms of m and B. This can be achieved (like 
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in the scalar case) only by rejecting second derivatives off and h when Eqs. 
(52, 53) are formally expanded about “m.” (Note again that, in doing so, 
the f” and h” terms in Eq. (52) are automatically rejected making Eq. (52) 
decoupled from Eq. (53).) This procedure yields the exact equations for 
linear problems 
ti = [f,,,’ - Gh,‘] m (54) 
& = [ fm’ - Gh,‘] B + B[ fm’ - Gh,‘]* + GQG* + R. (55) 
However, for nonlinear problems Eqs. (54, 55) are also valid approximations 
provided that the second derivative terms off and h in Eqs. (52, 53) can be 
expressed in a form similar to Eq. (32) since then m(t) = 0. If so, then Eq. (33) 
is also a valid approximation. (Note, that Eq. (33) is exact for linear problems.) 
In general, however, the features of the results of Method I and Method II 
should be compared by comparing Eqs. (30, 31) to Eqs. (48-50~). Again, it is 
noted that, from a computational point of view, it is much more attractive 
to determine m(t) and B(t) f rom Eqs. (30, 31) than by integrating Eqs. (48- 
50~) and so computing m(t) and B(t) from Eq. (11) and Eq. (12h). 
V. REMARKS 
1. Linear problems 
It was pointed out in each approximation procedure that, for linear prob- 
lems, (a) both Methods yield the same differential equation (Eq. (29) or 
(33) for scalar or vector problems, respectively) describing the time evolution 
of the filtering error covariance, and (b) this differential equation is exact and 
valid for any filter gain of the form g(t) or G(t). 
Now, Eqs. (29) and (33) establish a state differential equation relationship 
for the filtering error covariance in terms of known system and noise param- 
eters and filter gain. Considering the gain function as a “control input” in 
Eq. (29) or (33), a well-defined deterministic optimization problem can be 
posed: Given Eq. (29) or (33) with known initial conditions, find the filter 
gain that minimizes the “performance index” J expressed as an appropriate 
scalar measure on the filtering error covariance. 
For scalar problems, the optimization requires simple calculations. Intro- 
ducing 
J = $$Wl, (56) 
where 7 is an unspecified terminal time and, for instance, applying the 
Pontryagin Maximum Principle, one finds that the Hamiltonian 
H A b(T) + W[f (t) - g(t) WI b + g2W q2W + r2W> (57) 
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is minimized by 
yielding 
xi-- W) w + 2q2(Og(# = 0 (58) 
g*(t) = &J w b*(t) 
as the optimal (linear) filter gain that minimizes the filtering error variance 
for any time. Not unexpectedly, this optimal filter gain is identical to the 
Kalman-Bucy minimum variance linear filter gain [I]. Substituting Eq. (59) 
into Eq. (29) results in the Riccati differential equation governing the time 
history of the variance of the optimal linear filter. (This filter is optimal for a 
large class of performance indices, as it is easily seen from the Hamiltonian.) 
For vector problems, a similar optimization procedure (of course, requiring 
more extensive algebra) yields the optimal matrix gain 
G*(t) = B*(t) F(t) Q-l(t) (60) 
which, substituted into Eq. (33), results in the matrix Riccati differential 
equation for the time evolution of the filtering error covariance of the optimum 
linear filter. This is, of course, again identical to the results of the Kalman- 
Bucy optimal linear filter theory [ 11. 
2. Deterministic filter gains for nonlinear problems 
In the performance analysis of nonlinear filters specified by Eq. (3) it was 
assumed that the filter gain, g(t) or G(t), is given as part of the problem. The 
derived (deterministic) differential equations for the mean and covariance of 
the filtering error are in terms of known system and noise parameters and filter 
gain. Thus, considering the filter gain as a “control input” in the derived 
differential equations (in a similar manner as in the linear problems above), 
and imposing suitable requirements on the filters’ performance, appropriate 
deterministic filter gains can be determined for nonlinear filters specified by 
Eq. (3). 
The simplest and most straightforward way of determining appropriate 
deterministic filter gains for nonlinear problems arises when the differential 
equation for the filtering error covariance B(t) is decoupled from the differ- 
ential equation for the mean filtering error m(t) such that m(t) = 0. (This 
can be considered as an approximation by itself or as a property of a class of 
nonlinear problems when ti = Y(m, B) m.) If so, then Eq. (29) or (33) can be 
treated exactly in the same way as in the linear problems above. That is, a 
Kalman-Bucy type filter gain can be easily predetermined by solving a 
Riccati differential equation. Clearly, the same Riccati differential equation 
will also provide an approximate description for the time evolution of the 
filtering error covariance. 
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Note that the above described way of applying the Riccati differential 
equation to nonlinear filtering problems when the filters’ structure is specified 
by Eq. (3) is essentially different from the method of linearizing the nonlinear 
problem and so applying the Kalman-Bucy linear filter algorithm by using 
the estimated values of the state vector to compute the linear perturbation 
coefficients in the filter. In the latter case, the filter gain is a stochastic quantity 
and the Riccati equation provides a stochastic description of the filters’ 
performance. While the methods of this paper imply that the filter gain and 
the Riccati equation are of deterministic nature. 
These and other features of the analytical results of this paper are 
illustrated by two examples in the subsequent Section. (Several comparative 
case studies will be published elsewhere [23].) 
VI. EXAMPLES 
1. A scalar problem 
Let the system and observations be given by 
dx = - 1 ; x2 -dt +d[ 
dy = 
x dt + d7 (624 
arctan dt + d7 (62b) 
where 6 and 7 are independent Wiener processes characterized by zero mean 
and standard deviation a, and orn , respectively. The initial condition on 
Eq. (61) is also specified in terms of a normal distribution N(cll, uO) with 
given mean 01 and standard deviation a,, . Hence, x(O) = 01. 
For convenience, let a constant filter gain be postulated and denoted by y. 
Thus, according to the structure of Eq. (3), the following nonlinear filters are 
constructed: 
and 
dz = - & dt + r[dy - z dtl (634 
dz = - h dt + r[dy - arctan dt] (63b) 
for linear and nonlinear measurements, respectively (z denotes the filtering 
estimate of x). The initial condition for Eqs. (63a, b) is z(0) = x(0) = 01. 
In this case, the differential equation for the mean filtering error is in the 
form ti = ~(m, b) m for the linear and the nonlinear measurements as well, 
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yielding m(t) = 0 since m(0) = 0. Thus, the variance equation is in the form 
of Eq. (29), i.e., 
b = - 2(1 + y) b + y%,2 + usa 
with 4 = a,,*. Eq. (64) has a solution in closed form 
b = b + (us2 - 6) exp[- 2(1 + r) t], 
where 
w 
(65) 
6= ue2 + Y%n2 
a1 +?4 
is the steady state (t + co) variance. The value of the constant filter gain y* 
that minimizes the steady state variance can easily be found from d6/dy = 0 
resulting in 
y* = [l + ($)z]* - 1. 
This in turn yields for the minimum steady state variance 
6* = u,zy*. (68) 
Figures 1 and 2 display some computed cases comparing the analytically 
predicted values to the “experimentally” determined values of the filtering 
error variance. “Experimental determination” means Monte Carlo simulation 
of the filter on the digital computer.2 
Fig. 1 depicts the results for two sets of noise parameters with constant 
filter gains determined from Eq. (67). (“Minimum Steady State Variance 
Constant Gains”.) Fig. 2 depicts the results for one fixed set of noise param- 
eters but with two different constant gains: one determined from Eq. (67) 
and one picked up arbitrarily. The “theoretical” curves on Figs. 1 and 2 are 
the solutions of Eq. (64) with the relevant constant gains and noise param- 
eters. As seen in Figs. 1 and 2, the “experimental” values do indeed con- 
verge to the analytically predicted values of the filtering error variance, and 
the steady state “experimental” and analytical values agree completely. Minor 
* In the Monte Carlo simulations, the sampling time was made equal to the integra- 
tion step size At which was 0.1 sec. In the numerical integration scheme (third order 
Runge-Kutta-Gill algorithm) the digitally generated Gaussian random numbers were 
utilized in the sense of a Markov sequence such that the specified random process 
standard deviation D was translated into a random sequence standard deviation o’ 
- through the equivalence claim U’ = u/d&. The sequential random numbers were 
held constant during Ai. The sample space for determining the “experimental” 
values of the filtering error mean and variance contained 360 integration runs for each 
Monte Carlo simulation study. In the figures the simulation results are depicted in 
0.5 set inteNah3. 
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differences between the “experimental” and analytical values of the transient 
variance-as Figs. 1 and 2 display it-are expected, however, because of the 
simplifying assumptions involved in deriving the approximate analytical 
equations for the filtering error variance. 
To illustrate the technical features of Method II, Fig. 3 depicts the results 
of the same scalar problem computed by Method I and displayed in Figure la, 
but now computed by Method II. The relevant differential equations derived 
by Method II for this particular problem are compiled in Appendix B. 
Comparing the solid curve of Fig. 3b to the solid curve of Fig. la, it is clear 
that the two Methods yield identical results. The avenues of the two Methods, 
however, are different. Clearly, Method II requires more labor (but, eventu- 
ally, it also provides more detailed information) than Method I. 
0 2 4 6 a 10 
0. 
0. 
0. 
e 0. 
i 
s 
> 0. 
0. 
0. 
TIME, set 
I I I I 
b) 
us = 0.5 
u 
m 
= 0.25 
Y * = 1.23 
xxx c11 
. . . . . . c 
12 
---- c 
22 
x 
- ~=c~~+C~~-ZC~~ 
X 
, ‘<., x xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
iI* = 0.077 
H--L-&- 
I 1 I I 
2 4 b a 
TIME. set 
FIG. 3. Method II (scalar problem). 
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2. A vector problem 
Let the system (a nonlinear forced spring) and observations be given by 
(69) 
(70) 
where a = 0.5 and, fd and qi are mutually independent Wiener process 
characterized by zero mean and covariance 
for the system and measurement noise, respectively. The initial conditions 
for Eq. (69) are also specified in terms of normal distributions, 
XI(O) : N(% 7 u,J x2(0) : N( 01s , uaO), with given values for the mean 01~ and 
standard deviation oiO . Hence, x1(O) = a1 , x2(O) = ~1s . 
Again, a constant filter gain is postulated and denoted by r. Thus, accord- 
ing to the structure of Eq. (3) the following nonlinear filter is constructed: 
4 ~2 
I t 
= 
dzz I --~P~-czz+~z~~~‘+[~~ zj I$:I:;:1’ 171) 
with initial conditions z,(O) = 01~) z,(O) = 01~. (Again, xi denotes the 
estimated value of xi .) 
For this problem, the differential equation for the mean filtering error is in 
the form ni = Y(m, B) m. Hence, m(t) 3 0 since m(0) = 0. Thus, the variance 
equation is in the form of Eq. (33). That is, 
&, = - 2rd41 + 2(1 - r,2) &z + Q& + Qzzr,“, + 4, 
42 = - (2 + r,2> B,, - (3 + r,, + J-22) B,, 
VW 
+ (1 - r12> B22 + QJJ2, + Q22~~2J’22 (72b) 
Bz2 = - 2(2 + r,,) B,, - 2(3 + r,,) B,, + ellrh + Q22r;2 + R,, (72~) 
with given initial conditions 
B,,(O) = of,, 7 B,,(O) = 0, B,,(O) = 4, . 
In the computations, the constant gain matrix r* will be applied that 
minimizes the trace of the steady state value a* of the covariance. This 
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requirement yields the same construction for the gain matrix as it is given 
by Eq. (60) for the optimal linear Kalman-Bucy filter except that now the 
value of B* is applied in Eq. (60). The value of B* can be determined by 
substituting 
(73) 
into the steady state version of Eqs. (72a-c) and solving the resulting algebraic 
(Riccati) system of equations for B$ (To find Z?g , however, it might be 
more convenient to solve the corresponding Riccati differential equations 
when Eq. (73)~without the steady state marks on B&s substituted into 
Eqs. (72a-c).) 
Figure 4 displays a computed case with ya = 0, R,, = 0 and 
R,, = Qrr = 1, using the corresponding minimum steady state variance 
VARIANCE 
o’3 (a) ’ 
I I I I 
0 -THEORETICAL (APPROXIMATE) 
0000 EXPERIMENTAL (MONTE CARLO; 
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0 I I I I I 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
TIME, set 
0.5 I I I I I 
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c 
0.4 .- 
0.3 - 
-* 
0.2- Bz2 = 0.165 _ 
0.1- 
0 I I I I I 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
TIME. set 
FIG. 4. Method I (vector problem). 
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constant filter gains I’& and I’,, * . The “theoretical” curves on Fig. 4 are the 
solutions of Eqs. (72a-c) with the relevant noise parameters and constant 
filter gains. For the sake of comparison, Fig. 4 also displays the results of the 
Monte Carlo simulation of the filter. Again, it is seen in Fig. 4 that the “exper- 
imental” values do indeed converge to the analytically predicted values of 
the filtering error variances and, the steady state “experimental” and analytical 
values agree very well. 
APPENDIX A 
To simplify notations and algebra, consider a scalar Markov process x(t) 
with conditional probability density p(t, x ( t,,~,). Let the moments of the 
conditional probability density be denoted as (supressing, for convenience, the 
conditioning arguments in the subsequent equations) 
Aa(t) & j Lx - m(t)]“p(t, x) dx. (-4.2) 
Furthermore, let an associated moment function h(t) be defined as 
where the forward Kolmogorov operator L+ is defined 
main text. 
1. Time evolution of the mean 
The increment of m in A time is, by definition, 
am(t) 2 m(t + A) - m(t) 
(A-3) 
by Eq. (13) in the 
= 
s 
xp(t + A, x) dx - 
s xp(t, x) dx 
(A-4) 
= I xCp(t, 4 + @#)I dx - I #, 4 dx 
= x&(t) dx. 
I 
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Since the increment (= total time derivative) 6p(t) of the conditional prob- 
ability density satisfies the forward Kolmogorov equation, we can write 
am(t) = 1 xL+Cp(t, x)] dxA VW = s L-[x] p(t, x)dxd, 
where the last step follows from the adjoint property of the L+ and L- dif- 
ferential operators. Dividing by d and taking the limit as d -+ 0, we obtain 
ni = 
s 
L-[x] p(t, x) dx. Q,E.D. (A.6) 
Note that Eq. (A.6) can also be written as 
ti = xl(t) 
since, from Eq. (A.3), we have 
(A-7) 
A,(t) = 1 [x - m(t)] L+Cp(t, x)]dx 
= j” XL+&@, x)] dx - m(t) j”L+[p(t, x)] dx 
= xL+[p(t, x)] dx. s 
64.8) 
2. Time evolution of the variance 
The increment of pn in A time is, by definition, 
Wn(t) A ,Ut + 4 - Aa(t) 
= 1 [x - m(t + A)]“& + A, 4 dx - 1 [x - m(t>l”p(t, 4 dx 
= 1 [Ix - m(t)> - Wt>l” [At, 4 + %Wl dx 
- 
s 
[x - m(t)]“p(t, x) dx WY 
= 
I 
[(x - m(t))” - n{x - m(t)}“-l am(t) 
- 4 n(72 - 1) {x - m(t)>“-2 Pm(t) + a** +] Ip(t, iv) + 8p(t)] dx 
- 
s 
[x - m(t)J”p(t, x) dx. 
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Now, for n = 2, Eq. (A.9) is reduced to 
- 2 s [x - m(t)] Sm(t)p(t, x) dx 
(A. 10) 
- 2 j [x - m(t)] &n(t) Sp(t) dx 
- J [p(t, 4 + W)l 8‘W> dx. 
Now, the second integral in Eq. (A.lO) is obviously zero. The third integral 
can be written as 
j [x - m(t)] h,(t) AL+[p(t, x)] A dx - O(A2) - 0 
and the fourth integral, using a similiar procedure as for the third integral, 
is N O(A3) N 0. Hence, effective contribution comes only from the first 
integral in Eq. (A.lO), where 8p(t) can be replaced by the Kolmogorov 
equations. Thus, 
8/3,(t) = j [x - m(t)]“L+[p(t, x) dxA 
= 
s 
L-[x - v~(t)]~ p(t, x) dxd. 
(A.ll) 
Dividing by A and taking the limit as A + 0 and, defining b & f12 , one 
obtains 
b = s L-[x - m(t)]“p(t, x) dx. Q.E.D. (A.12) 
APPENDIX B 
Applying Method II to the scalar filtering problem described by Eqs. 
(61-63), the differential equations for the components of the mean and 
variance of the filtering error (Eqs. (35-36) and (38a-c)) become, taking the 
case of nonlinear observations (Eq. (62b)), 
P-1) 
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k-++c v(3 - v2) 
22 (1 + 9)s 
+ y*[arctan(p) - arctan( 
+ Y” [(I ; v2)2 c22 - (1 ;p2)2 Cl1 1 
WV 
Cl2 = Cl2 [ (f+-$ + (;2;:) 
2] +r* [&-jy-$] (B-4) 
c22 - * 2c22 (;;vi)2 + a* [& - $--$I + Y**%a2, (B-5) 
where y* is the minimum steady state variance constant filter gain determined 
from Method I and given by Eq. (67). The initial conditions are v,, = p,, , and 
c2z0 = Cll, 9 62, = P Cll, 3 where TV,, and cl1 o are given as part of the problem. 
Eqs. (B.l-5) should be compared to the single equation, Eq. (64), of Method I. 
For the results depicted in Fig. 3 the initial conditions are y0 = 0.3, 
Cll, = 0.64. 
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